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What Is OMEGAKEY 2.o ™ ?  
The smart key organiser with a full metal casted construction with textured grip. OMEGAKEY 2.o may just be the 
most useful Gadget you will ever have! Infusing utility with style, the OMEGAKEY replaces the out-of-date keychain 
by streamlining your most important personal everyday carry items into one indispensable device. 
This Swiss Army-style key holder can be customized to include keys, USB drives, mini-tools, inkless pen, bottle 
openers, nail �le, Bluetooth-tracker tool and much more. 

OMEGAKEY 2.o is the lightweight and thinner key organiser that is more compact and stylish than the standard 
muddled bunch of keys! Noisy, messy & painful key pokes are a thing of the past with the OMEGAKEY 2.o; your keys 
are stored neatly and cleanly with the space saving design. 
The OMEGAKEY 2.o has an asymmetric design which means you can �nd your most important keys without looking. 
When you grab your OMEGAKEY you will �nd the key you want straight away, great in the dark and when carrying 
other things. The force to swing out the keys is easily adjustable by the torque of the bolts. 

Don’t panic! The OMEGAKEY 2.o ™ is compatible with accessories and add-ons from the original “red” Omegakey™; 
so you can add the tracker tool that will help you �nd your keys. 

The OMEGAKEY can be assembled with 1 - 12 keys; it comes with M3 bolts converter so you can use any length 
pan-head M3 bolts as you wish. A low pro�le, �exible synthetic Polymers loop is included, where you can �x 
e.g. your car key. This can be inserted in the OMEGAKEY as spacers.
Also included are 18 pcs. 0.5 mm synthetic Polymers spacers to minimize friction between the keys

What’s new & unique?
Unique Patent pending inkless pen  will never leak (writes in a light grey similar to a 9H pencil) 
DON’T BUY IF YOU HAVE LESS THAN AVERAGE EYES SIGHT
O�ering you with the ultimate way to write in a neat and tidy style, this natural silver omega inkless pen from 
AU-MY ltd would make a brilliant gift for people on the move.  Designed to writ like a pencil with a soft alloy tip that 
leaves a grey mark on the paper. The nib does wear away slowly over time but can be extended & sharpened. 
Lack of ink means the pen doesn't dry out, will not leave ink blot stain on the pocket of your favorite clothes will work 
regardless of where it is stored and marks left will not smudge. GREAT FOR EMERGENCIES, WHEN YOU’RE ON THE MOVE

Unique Patent pending lockable comb  folding stainless steel comb
Unique Patent pending �oating Legal lock  for life saver tool (aka handyman tool) UK Legal has been designed to 
be under 3" without a locking blade Anti-Stab point. developed to combine e�ciency with the greatest possible 
degree of safety.  - Legal Carry in the UK, Germany, Spain, Italy, France and most eu countries. 
Included a key loop to attach car fobs, Lever lock key /mortise key and other accessories 
Included an extender holds 1-12 keys  but me be extended to hold 100s
More Compact & lightweight, quiet, and can you add more tools and keys
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How To Quick & Easily Assemble Your OMEGAKEY 2.o 
Key loop & 
spacers

1. Cut the square spacers
  2. Separate the key loop strap

3. Place the D ring on the key loop strap
so it  sits  in the centre

4. Place the female bolts (B/D) on a table

5. Place one side of your Omegakey (text facing down) on top of the bolts
6. Place one spacers over each end of the female bolt (B/D)/one space over

one end of the female bolt (B/D) and the key loop strap hole over the other
female  bolt (B/D) so it acts as a spacer

7. You can add tools, for example the comb & pen tools. Place the pen and the

comb over the female bolts (B/D) as in the photo

8. Place the click lock on top the female bolts (B/D) with the click lock tab over 
the comb so the spring pushes towards the  cutout of the tool

9. Screw the extenders (E) onto the female bolts (B/D)

10. Place another set of spacers over each end of the extenders (E) then place 
your keys on top

11. Repeat step 10 until you have placed all of your keys

12. Place the other side of your Omegakey (text facing up) on top of the  bolts
13. Add the Rubber rings and Screw the male bolts (A) or M3 converters (C & D) 

onto the female bolts (B/D) 



Email info@au-my.com for tips and help,


